Thursday, October 16, 2014

2:11 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society"

155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure for the Yale Paris + Yale NYC
Medical Schools!
Freedom Tower and then your kids die from (childhood
cancers + birth defects) in "Holocaust II Poison Gasoline
Exhaust" in Times Square. BP Oil men are the Oil Men
Terrorists who fire bombed cop cars too!
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
1,001 Nobel's in Medicine have been lost by the Top Brass
MD's at the New England Journal of Medicine. 1 Million kids
given cancers by Top Brass MD's at the New England Journal
of Medicine... sick Society!!
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars... over
1,000 practicing physicians as part of Yale Medical Group —
brought in nearly $30 million more at $664,981,000.
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars... 1 or
2 possibly 3 Nobel's in Medicine. Not per week but per lifetime!
10-16-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... when successful will give
Yale Medical school $10 Trillion from the $777 Trillion BP
Oil Men got at gas station hold up's in the USA. BP Oil Men
"Sucker Punched USA Women" in the hold up out of "Spite"!
MD Students will be paid a salary larger than West Point
Cadets!!

MD Students will be paid a salary larger than West Point
Cadets!!
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators gave Medicare MD's $1 Trillion in 2014 as a kick
Back from BP Oils fire bombing cop cars, cops have to pay
some of the "Burn Units" MD cost too.
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat... $777 Trillion confiscated from BP Oil will go to
1,001 Nobel's in Medicine each and every Year! New French
Revolution!
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Revolution!
A researcher at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
(UWM) has added to a growing body of evidence that links
autism to air pollutants such as those generated by cars and
trucks. Amy Kalkbrenner's study, published this week online
at the journal Epidemiology
10-16-14 "Medicine + (1984 II) Society" Article in Today's
New England Journal of Medicine!!

10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" iHygiene Police +
iHygine FBI
10-16-14 iHygine Code in Key West Today the city would
Fail... Society, Humanity, and fail state of the arts laser
guided iHygine!! 24/7 Public Showers run by Monroe County,
Hell No We Won't Go... Scan you on Duval for everything
under the Sun + Stars!
inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure for the Yale Paris + Yale NYC
Medical Schools! Laser Guided too! Your Thoughts if you are
a Neurologists... In a Hemingway House Writing Class in Key
West. Chapter on the 155 Story Yale Paris Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure in 2 Chapters, many elite
spoilers!
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spoilers!

Your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... In a Hemingway
House Writing Class in Key West.

10-16-14 Hygiene (which comes from the name of the Greek
goddess of health, Hygieia), is a set of practices performed
for the preservation of health. Whereas in popular culture
and parlance it can often mean mere 'cleanliness', hygiene
in its fullest and original meaning goes much beyond that
to include all circumstances and practices, lifestyle issues,
premises and commodities that engender a safe and healthy
environment. While in modern medical sciences there is a set
of standards of hygiene recommended for different
situations, what is considered hygienic or not can vary
between different cultures, genders and etarian groups.
Some regular hygienic practices may be considered good
habits by a society while the neglect of hygiene can be
considered disgusting, disrespectful or even threatening.
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
1,001 Nobel's in Medicine have been lost by the Top Brass
MD's at the New England Journal of Medicine. We everyone
can point to a few things the Top Brass MD's at the New
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can point to a few things the Top Brass MD's at the New
England Journal of Medicine did to lose Society 1,001 Nobels
a Year, every Year since the 1980 invention of the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!

10-16-14 Making iPhone 6 + users (FBI) State Of the Arts
Intellectuals that would know what... Tracheoesophageal
Fistula in a Newborn... is! by M. Uluba and S. Dayi New
England Journal of Medicine Todays Issue.
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
Invisible Risks, Emotional Choices — Mammography and
Medical Decision Making by L. Rosenbaum | N Engl J Med
2014;371:1549-1552
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
10-16-14 "Making iPhones the FBI Can't Search" by Conor
Friedersdorf The Atlantic
10-16-14 Making iPhones the FBI can Search EVERY iPHONE
IN THE WORLD AT THE SAME TIME using Los Alamos, Sandia
Labs, + Berkeley... bringing Navy Fighter Jets state of the arts
laser guidance to FBI iPhones.

10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
CBS all Access and no one would know what...
Tracheoesophageal Fistula in a Newborn... is!

CBS All Access offers on-demand & live streaming content for
$5.99 per month. CBS All Access offers on-demand & live
streaming content for $5.99 per month. CBS, the largest
broadcast network in the U.S., announced on Thursday that
it has joined in the "over-the-top" trend by offering a
subscription service that will give viewers access to current
and legacy content, as well as live streaming of local CBS
stations in 14 major markets.
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
CBS all Access and no one would know what...
Tracheoesophageal Fistula in a Newborn... is! by M. Uluba
and S. Dayi New England Journal of Medicine Todays Issue.
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!
10-16-14 "Medicine + 1984 II Society" by Greg Lovestars, me!

10-16-14 Greg wants the FBI iPhone 6 + to catch every one of
the 52K murders in the USA in 2014 before they happen if not
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the 52K murders in the USA in 2014 before they happen if not
after the murder at Mach 11.

10-16-14 Greg's 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will save 1,001 lives
first week of a successful coup...
10-16-14 Sorry but this is not counting the BP Oil men who
will be murdered? For being international "Cop Killers" I
would also think Elizabeth will end her days in the Tower of
London as burning "Witches" at the stake in Salem then we
have Queen Elizabeth who hired hit men to kill Lady Di...
wow!
Freedom Tower and then your kids die from (childhood
cancers + birth defects) in "Holocaust II Poison Gasoline
Exhaust" in Times Square. BP Oil men are the Oil Men
Terrorists who fire bombed cop cars too!

Researcher adds to evidence linking autism to air pollutants
by Kathy Quirk

A researcher at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
(UWM) has added to a growing body of evidence that links
autism to air pollutants such as those generated by cars and
trucks.
Amy Kalkbrenner's study, published this week online at the
journal Epidemiology, showed that pollution's impact on
autism rates in North Carolina is similar to results of
pollution-autism studies in California – despite weather and
climate differences between the two states.
In addition, the work of Kalkbrenner and her colleagues,
building on previous studies, showed that women in the
third trimester of pregnancy were more susceptible to the
damaging effects of air pollution on their unborn child.
"It adds another piece supporting the hypothesis that
environmental chemicals are part of the autism puzzle," says
Kalkbrenner, an assistant professor in UWM's Joseph J. Zilber
School of Public Health. Autism, a spectrum of disorders
affecting interpersonal relations and work achievement,
now affects some 1 in 68 children in the U.S. Yale School of
Medicine’s revenue is calculated separately from New Haven
Hospital. However, YNHH provides financial support to many
School of Medicine departments and co-invests in recruiting
new faculty or launching new programs to provide
destination medical care. According to the YSM’s budget
data for fiscal 2014 obtained by the News, medical services
had been budgeted to bring in $635,465,000. In reality,
those services — which include over 1,000 practicing
physicians as part of Yale Medical Group — brought in nearly
$30 million more at $664,981,000, which shattered the
actual revenue of $580,053,000 brought in during fiscal
2013. According to the YSM’s budget data for fiscal 2014
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2013. According to the YSM’s budget data for fiscal 2014
obtained by the News, medical services had been budgeted to
bring in $635,465,000. In reality, those services — which
include over 1,000 practicing physicians as part of Yale
Medical Group — brought in nearly $30 million more at
$664,981,000, which shattered the actual revenue of
$580,053,000 brought in during fiscal 2013.

A aggressive breast cancer wife... in Greg's Legal Polygamous
Marriage to save her life and a million other women who
will be diagnosed with aggressive breast cancer if I get the
Rx Cure later than sooner via 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
who are diseased... iDisease on their cell number and you
get all their diseases!!
Vickie Young Wen, who has stage 4 cancer and is waging her
own “I Want More Than A Pink Ribbon” campaign, points to
signs on her encouragement wall. 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators will not put Greg under House Arrest to brainstorm
a Rx Cure... Sick!
http://www.sfgate.com/health/article/Breast-cancerawareness-month-offers-little-when-5820640.php
10-15-14 Greg needs to buy a Apple MacBook Pro + iPhone 6 +
for laser guidance for the Rx Cure of aggressive breast
cancer as this cancer isn't on "Key West Time" our Diseased
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators are! On Yes wifi for Key West via
Apple's high speed wifi routers, free... log on with your Apple
ID and password. Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box
214 Key West Fl 33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
10-14-15 Rats of New York City and the diseases they carry...
HBO not NEJM, New England Journal of Medicine!
Standalone streaming videos from the New England Journal
of Medicine, Yale Medical School...
10-14-15 HBO Rats of New York City... HBO to begin offering
standalone streaming subscriptions in 2015 - Cord cutters
will finally be able to get content from premium cable
network HBO without an accompanying cable subscription
beginning next year, according to a statement made by the
network's chief executive at Time Warner's annual investors
conference. "Key West Time"
10-15-14 iDiseases iApp with video on your iPhone 6 Plus...
you get all the sTD's, HIV's, Hepatitis, syphilis etc. they have
now or have ever had. Lot better than GPS location. Wow!
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now or have ever had. Lot better than GPS location. Wow!
10-15-14 iDiseases iApp with video on your iPhone 6 Plus...
iNEJM, New England Journal of Medicine!

10-15-14 iDiseases iApp with video on your iPhone 6 Plus...
New York: Microsoft-owned Skype unveiled a new app
enabling users to send short video messages to stay
"connected between calls...
10-15-14 iDiseases iApp with video on your iPhone 6 Plus...
Live Streaming Sex Disease Videos that were classified and
are still "Top Secret" in our 1984 II Era. Who's Who Live
Streaming Sex Disease Videos LEAKED by someone in the CIA,
a CIA women who was given anus cancer or some other
Heart Break sex disease by one of the Elite Warriors at 1984
II HQ.

10-15-14 iDiseases iApp with video on your... Apple 27" Retina
iMac in an Era of Laser Guided cars, bikes, iPhone 6 + users
walking down the sidewalk until the laser guidance beeps
Look Up! 27" Supply to be limited lets hope so as Greg wants a
55" and is thinking of a way to unfold a 100" Apple 100"
Retina iMac will be invented!!
10-15-14 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators are referred to the
insane asylum on Via della Lungara in Rome... give the
Pope Anus Cancer like Farrah Fawcett was given by a 1984 II
insane Orwellian Mad Man... who in Hell would give a nasty
fatal disease to Farrah and not warn Farrah II there are
"Bad People" in the world. Bill + Melinda know who these
nasty George Orwell diseased people are... made it a crime
not to LEAK them when with your iDisease iapps.
10-15-14 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators are referred to the
insane asylum on Via della Lungara in Rome... give the
Pope Anus Cancer - Pope Francis going alone with 1984 II
Pedophiles will cause millions to get a sex disease... God will
send Pope Francis to Hell for being Scammed by 1984 II
Pedophiles at Comcast, MSNBC.

10-15-14 iDiseases iApp In a Hemingway House Writing Class
in Key West.

10-15-14 Listen to Taylor Swift's Hypnotic New Song 'Out of
the Woods'
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the Woods'
10-15-14 U2 frontman Bono apologizes for foisting 'Songs of
Innocence' on unsuspecting iTunes users... unsuspecting
women like the next generation of Farrah II girls! It should
be a crime for Bono not to tell all the STD's he has and knows
of!
10-15-14 "Out into the Universe" Listening for Aliens requires
a New Inventor, how would Marconi go about Listening to
Aliens instead of just "Radio" Satellite Radio Cell Towers will
be Satellites in Low Orbit.
10-15-14 iApp Greg needs ASAP is Marconi Notes building the
"First Radio" when he didn't know Taylor Swift's Hypnotic
New Song 'Out of the Woods' was really out of the "Air" waves
spectrum!

10-15-14 iApp Greg needs ASAP is Madonna's "Rays of Light"
Photons and can they carry New Songs from Aliens light
years down range?
10-15-14 Guglielmo Marconi, 1st Marquis of Marconi
(Italian: [gu?'??lmo ma?'ko?ni]; 25 April 1874 – 20 July
1937) was an Italian inventor and electrical engineer,
known for his pioneering work on long-distance radio
transmission[1] and for his development of Marconi's law
and a radio telegraph system. He is often[quantify] credited
as the inventor of radio, and he shared the 1909 Nobel Prize
in Physics with Karl Ferdinand Braun "in recognition of
their contributions to the development of wireless
telegraphy".[2][3][4] An entrepreneur, businessman, and
founder in Britain in 1897 of The Wireless Telegraph &
Signal Company (which became the Marconi Company),
Marconi succeeded in making a commercial success of radio
by innovating and building on the work of previous
experimenters and physicists.[5][6] In 1929 the King of Italy
ennobled Marconi as a Marchese (marquis).
10-15-14 Listen to Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars, Hypnotic
Brainstorming technology and wave length if and in what
spectrum, I would think we could best Listen to Aliens on in
the Photons of Light coming from their Nearby Star!

10-15-14 Listen to Photons, dissect Photons, Photons MRI...
10-15-14 Listen to Aliens on your iPhone 6 +
10-15-14 New York: Microsoft-owned Skype unveiled a new
app enabling users to send short video messages to stay
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app enabling users to send short video messages to stay
"connected between calls
10-15-14 New York: Stay connected to NY Dept of Health for
video Messages of sex diseases "Rats" at 1984 II HQ Alerts
24/7. You get their GPS route around NYC to avoid newly
infected people they came into contact with. 1984 II Big
Brother is not a MD watching out for you NOT to catch a
STD.
10-15-14 New York: One night in December, Guglielmo woke
his mother up and invited her into his secret workshop and
showed her the experiment he had created. The next day he
also showed his work to his father, who, when he was certain
there were no wires, gave his son all of the money he had in
his wallet so Guglielmo could buy more materials.

10-15-14 Greg needs to buy a Apple MacBook Pro + iPhone 6 +
for laser guidance for the Rx Cure of aggressive breast
cancer as this cancer isn't on "Key West Time" our Diseased
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators are! On Yes wifi for Key West via
Apple's high speed wifi routers, free... log on with your Apple
ID and password.
In the summer of 1895 Marconi moved his experimentation
outdoors.[14] After increasing the length of the transmitter
and receiver antennas, arranging them vertically, and
positioning the antenna so that it touched the ground, the
range increased significantly.[15] Soon he was able to
transmit signals over a hill, a distance of approximately 2.4
kilometres (1.5 mi).[16] By this point he concluded that with
additional funding and research, a device could become
capable of spanning greater distances and would prove
valuable both commercially and militarily. Marconi wrote
to the Ministry of Post and Telegraphs, then under the
direction of the honorable Pietro Lacava, explaining his
wireless telegraph machine and asking for funding. He
never received a response to his letter which was eventually
dismissed by the Minister who wrote "to the Longara" on the
document, referring to the insane asylum on Via della
Lungara in Rome.

MacBook Air + Pro sold to Bank of America to replace all
their "ATM's" laser guided Bank of America MacBook Air +
Pro ATM's as you have a better screen and full keyboard,
camera to take pictures of documents. This sale will really be
for the laser guided Bank of America MacBook Air + Pro
ATM's $$$
MacBook Air + Pro given away free along with the 1 Trillion
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MacBook Air + Pro given away free along with the 1 Trillion
Cans of "H" @ -254 C as no one should let a Microsoft Server
monitor 1 Trillion Cans of "H" at -254 C
155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure for this Yale Paris Medical
School laser guided state of the arts Medical School!
Legal Polygamous Marriage for Star Travels + Alien Sex!
Wives + Aliens, eavesdropping on both to save their lives from
Endless Wars and Domestic Wars on Earth.
A aggressive breast cancer wife... in Greg's Legal Polygamous
Marriage.
Aggressive 24/7 brainstorming 1,001 invention Projects in a
Legal Polygamous Marriage for Star Travels + Alien Sex!
Dash Cam with mic + speaker, Drop Cam in every room of
your Habitat for Humanity Home. Jimmy Carter + his wife let
19K SWF women get murdered every Day when he became
President! Sick! 40K a year died from Breast Cancer from the
Day Carter became President. New Manhattan Project for the
Rx Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer - ASAP 1984 II Numb
Nuts Dictators Bombed Syria today on the Front Page of the
NY Times, not Breast Cancer's 40K dead SWF in the USA in
2014. Bush did the Math of course! Bush Yale Alumnus linked
to prostitution scandal. Kerry, Bush, Clinton... all used
prostitutes in New Haven $$$.
Get Psyched Up for the Sexiest Woman Alive... Mary B, to light
up your Frontal Lobe's for Mission Impossible 4... Rx Cure for
Breast Cancer Overnight! Godsent by Mary B's inspiration,
Gods best Invention! Mary B and her power to inspire men.
Invention of neurons + axions in a electrical storm, Get
Psyched Up for the Sexiest Woman Alive... Mary B Storming
the beach in France on the campus of Yale Paris Medical
School 155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure for this laser guided
state of the arts Medical School! Then we can hear Aliens,
Discover 52 Alien species leave the Box Jelly fish to the Special
forces Doctors given Rx for "H" @ -254 c to chill out the jelly
fish and 1,001 other inventions with "H" at -254 C.
Special forces Doctors Polio Vaccine was H2O now 300 kids
have lead... element, in their blood from our Element... 1984
II Numb Nuts who just sold the Waldorf to China for $2
Billion gotten from giving 300 kids lead... sick! And a War
Crime by MD's. A heavy issue in China. In the wake of
explosive development, environmental degradation has
morphed into a major problem. Among the 40,000 or so
residents in Dapu Town in Hengyang, central China's
Hunan Province, more than 300 children were diagnosed
with excessive lead in their blood earlier this year. Beijing
Review, China
USPS, US Postal Service outsourced to Apple would give Mail
Delivery laser guidance and Medical Schools eminent
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Delivery laser guidance and Medical Schools eminent
domain! To make most of the PO Buildings a Habitat for
Humanity with extra public parking, Jimmy Carter would
like this. iMailApple with $1 Trillion to convert the USPS to
iMailApple.
inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

MacBook Air + Pro sold to Bank of America to replace all
their "ATM's"
MacBook Air + Pro sold to Bank of America to replace all
their "ATM's" laser guided Bank of America MacBook Air +
Pro ATM's as you have a better screen and full keyboard,
camera to take pictures of documents. SIRI for Bank of
America iApps they write for the MacBook ATM's. This sale will
really be for the laser guided Bank of America MacBook Air
+ Pro ATM's $$$

MacBook Air + Pro given away free along with the 1 Trillion
Cans of "H" @ -254 C as no one should let a Microsoft Server
monitor 1 Trillion Cans of "H" at -254 C
155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure for this Yale Paris Medical
School laser guided state of the arts Medical School!
Yale Paris Medical School 155 Story Eiffel Tower Structure for
this laser guided state of the arts Medical School!
9-11 NYC Hell caused by a small town in North Dakota!
Williston, North Dakota! Jimmy Carter + Kennedy too!

10-14-14 Jimmy Carter + Wife's Habitat...
10-14-14 Rats of New York City and the diseases they carry
should be like a Verizon GPS.
10-14-14 Click on Verizon cell callers iDiseases and you get
all the sTD's, HIV's, Hepatitis, syphilis etc. they have now or
have ever had. Lot better than GPS location. Wow!
10-14-14 Rats of New York City and the diseases they carry...
"Poison Gasoline Exhaust" Burn Units for fire bombed cop
cars on the Paris Freeways! 100 year war started in 1980 by
Saudi Terrorists King! Motive is $777 Trillion in oil money!
10-14-14 Jimmy Carter + Wife's Habitat for Humanity is "Hell
on Earth" for the 100 in every 100K with Poison gasoline
exhaust cancers + birth defects.
10-14-14 Dakota will be the last place on Earth as they will
have to wait for the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort
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have to wait for the 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort
to come off the assembly line then and only then will the
ElectricWindmillCar be sold in Dakota!
10-14-14 North Dakota became one of America’s ‘truly elite’
oil fields. Thanks in part to Williston, North Dakota, the
United States surpassed Saudi Arabia in total oil and gas
production

9-11 NYC Hell caused by a small town in North Dakota!
Williston, North Dakota! Jimmy Carter + Kennedy too!
9-11 Thanks go to 17 Saudi Terrorists and Thanks in part to
Williston, North Dakota, the United States surpassed Saudi
Arabia in total oil and gas production...
9-11 United States surpassed Saudi Arabia in total
"Terrorists" from oil + gas revenues. 800 fiery cop cars + 10
million with poisonous gasoline exhaust cancers + birth
defects... St. Jude Childrens Hospital will get all the money
confiscated from Dakota Gas Station Hold Ups!
9-11 and "Burn Units" never come up in North Dakota
"Conversations" drilling for more and more oil as they don't
know about the goings-on in hundreds of burn units for
fiery crashes. Dakota is the "Cause" the "True Cause" is that
the Pentagon protects $777 trillion. "Protection Plus +" for a
kick back of $77 Trillion for JFK Super Carriers. Caroline
Kennedy refused to support the JFK Super Shuttle Trains, start
of Star Travels.
10-14-14 NY Times Today Navy laser guided fighter jets
bombed the Hell out of a Syrian City, everyone they killed
were below poverty. The Rich Oil Men were in Mecca or Vegas,
grin.

10-14-14 NY Times Today front page below the Syrian
buildings on fire 300 Years of Universe goings-on in Pictures,
the one on the front page had the "Elite" looking at Earth as
a weightless mass.

10-14-14 52 Nearest Stars has not made it on the front page
of the NY Times yet.
10-14-14 52 "War Criminals" have been on the front page but
not for their $777 Trillion worth of War Crimes!
"Condoleezza Rice named as killer of New York Times' story
on CIA" by Cheryl K. Chumley at The Washington Times. Like
Hell... 1984 killer of New York Times story on the CIA is our
1984 II Numb Nuts dictators! 100 kids died in hot cars in
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1984 II Numb Nuts dictators! 100 kids died in hot cars in
NYC this summer. Condoleezza Rice named as killer... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat will be the Judge, Jury, Executioner! New
French Revolution reign of terror. “Danton’s Death” play
subtitle Dramatic Scenes from France's reign of terror...
Condoleezza Rice, General Powell.

God's Best Invention!

Hippocampus - this is were my minds vision of Mary B is!

10-14-14 Drive in Paris... you will observe a car crash
because the French are in another 100 Year War for Oil
Money $$$ Laser Guided cars were killed by the Elite in Paris,
War Criminals with no 1980 ElectricWindmillCars to add to
their car collection of old cars!

10-14-14 Drive in Paris... 800 Fiery Cop Car Crash's in Paris,
London, Moscow... 800 Cop Killers and we all know who they
are! Elite in Paris!
Analyze no gas stations from 1980 to 2014! Saint Jude
Childrens Hospital for Cancer would not EXIST! $777
Trillion! 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 C will be the
start of Star Travels by NASA!
10-14-14 52 "War Crimes" Smoking, drinking, heroin
Manhattan Projects not allowed at Los Alamos conversations
+ brainstorming!

10-14-14 52 Pfizer Inc's quit-smoking drug Chantix received
its latest setback...
10-14-14 52 NYPD officers to carry heroin overdose antidotes
drugs...
10-14-14 52 NYPD officers to carry alcohol overdose antidotes
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10-14-14 52 NYPD officers to carry alcohol overdose antidotes
drugs that sober you up in less than 1 min!
MS Rx Cure... Invention Projects thoughts, the Motivation is A
Goddess touch psyche yourself up so when you are touched by
Mary B. the MRI lights up all your lobes, psyched up brings
divine inspiration brilliant ideas that must surely come
from A Goddess, God's Best Invention!

Hippocampus - this is were my minds vision of Mary B is and
the Rx Cure for MS will be created.

7-14-14 52 Nearest Stars, (True Unknown Soldiers) and their
Aliens is the case for against... Map of the 52 Nearest Stars
click here
Legal Polygamous Marriage for Star Travels + Alien Sex!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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